SAM Weekly Newsletter - 10th June 2022
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Editorial
The SAM Club Night was very sparsely attended last Monday. Of
course, that gave the stalwarts who turned up a better chance to
win the raffle. Steve Brown (Chairman) presented the latest
Observer certificate to Pete Lenthall. The roll-a-quid game needed
more players. Debbie Fulton (Committee Member) is coordinating
a survey of members for ideas on helping your club to develop
further; and, have a lot more fun on our bikes. Click the link to fill
out the survey - it's only 3 questions! You can also give Debbie
your ideas at the Saturday morning meetings at Meadowhall
Retail Park. We rarely send out surveys to members, so talk to
your SAM Club friends and let us know what you would like to see
less of and what you would like to see more of in YOUR Club.
Travelling to Scotland? The Highland Council have issued a
warning about a large-scale road closure, on the 25th June 2022,
on part of the NC 500. So make sure that you plan your route
carefully to avoid the runners of some Highland racing.
Just when you thought the issue of taking your bike from the UK
to France was settled, civil servants in both countries decided to
look at the agreement again! Apparently, they can't agree on the
'meaning of transport' when a bike is being transported. It's all to
do with Import Duty payments, but I'll let you read the article. In
other news from France compulsory technical inspections (MOTs)
have been suspended. They didn't apply to bikes less than 125cc
anyway.
Biker surveys seem to be the in-thing at the moment. FEMA's
survey of bikers' ideas about motorcycle parking yielded a
somewhat predictable result. They want it free and in a
convenient location.
South Yorkshire Police have been very busy this month. There is a
very good report of their activities in catching local thieves and
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are asking all of us to be vigilant and report any suspicious
activity. The 20th June is the annual 'Ride to Work' day, so there
might be an increase in the number of bikes around. Keep your
eyes peeled and crime reporting number (101) on speed dial.
Bennetts Insurance have some timely advice on how to avoid
common motorbike collisions. Definitely worth a read, even if we
think we already know them all!
Alpinestars have issued a statement about the recall of their GP
Plus glove. An excess of dangerous Chromium IV has been
discovered in them, so look in your glove drawer to see if you
have a pair lurking at the back.
Finally, the Whiteknights want a few riders to take part in various
events. See the 'What's On?' section for details. If it happens to
be raining when you are out, there is a great new gadget you
might want to look at to keep the visor clear. Until next week.
Please complete the SAM Club Members Survey. Thank you.

Steve Bennett is still taking donations for his 24-hour charity ride
from Land's End to John O'Groats on the 21st of June. Finally, as
if we haven't endured enough with persistent COVID, there are
quite a few SAM Club members who are having a difficult time
with some serious health problems. Everyone in your Club sends
you the very best wishes at this difficult time in life. Stay in touch
to share more stories about bikes, bikers and biking.

SAM Club members can find all the latest Club events on the
website’s Calendar. Read, enjoy and share your Club’s newsletter
with ALL your friends and family. Until next week stay healthy and
ride safely.
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Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to
update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.
Paul Conway
Editor & Website Support, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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SAM Social Media News
France And UK Debate The Meaning Of
‘Means Of Transport’. Just when we
thought the problems with transporting
a motorcycle or a car from the UK to the
European Union were solved, new
problems arise. After the European
Commission confirmed that transporting
a motorcycle or a car (‘means of transport’) from the United
Kingdom to the continent should not be a problem, a discussion
has started among French and British customs authorities about
when a motorcycle or car is a ‘means of transport’. Read more…
BIKERS WANT PARKING TO
BE FREE AND MORE
VISIBLE, FEMA SURVEY
FINDS. Europe’s bikers want
motorcycle parking to be
free, and for places where
motorcycles are allowed to
park to be more clear. A
survey from FEMA has found that Europe’s motorcyclists want
their parking to be free of charge. The British Motorcyclists
Federation (BMF) reports that the FEMA survey, which we
reported on while it was still open a few weeks ago, has found
that motorcyclists in Europe do not want to pay to park their
motorcycle, which they see as an intelligent choice of mobility for
which they should not be ‘punished’. Read more…
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Genuinely the team understands
the frustration shared by owners
of bike theft / crime. We are also
victims on the team. Please be
assured your are not crime
numbers but people affected by
crime. Often your bike is not just
a mode of transport it is a
passion, a part of who you are
and we do get that. Do we have
enough resources NO. Do we
have a team dedicated to trying to stop it YES. Do we always get
it right NO, do we do our best with what we have YES. You the
public, our victims of crime, please don't shut us out and dismiss
the police in general, that we won't do anything to help. It may
feel like that at times but there is always more happening than
you think. Up to Sunday there were 50 bikes stolen in May across
South Yorkshire. This doesn't include bikes found in South
Yorkshire stolen from other areas. The issue is complex and the
justice system sometimes left wanting. Don't lose all faith and
please keep contacting us. Sometimes the most unassuming of
information makes the difference. We want to make SYP a hostile
place for Bike thieves to operate in but we can't do it alone.
Anyway I digress. These two scooters have been recovered today,
secreted deep in some woods under branches in the Mosborough
area of Sheffield. They have been recovered for forensics. The red
Honda was stolen from Cowley Gardens and the grey Yamaha N
Max stolen from Renishaw. The Westfield massive are on the
graft. Please supply any information you have on them by 101 or
using the smart contact portal. Read more…
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The electric wipers are designed to
provide convenience for your riding
and keep your visor clear in rainy
days. It's pretty dangerous to ride in
the rain. If you had to ride in the rain
some day, they would be good
helpers to make you safer and more
comfortable. Especially in areas
where it rains all year round, the
wiper will be a daily companion of
your helmet. Read more…
Having a natter with the blood bike
guys, very worthy charity. All
volunteers, at no charge to the NHS,
keep an eye out for them at events.
Find out more…
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Avoiding Common
Motorbike Collisions
DocBike riders don’t only
attend emergency incidents at
the roadside – they work hard
to help other riders avoid
them in the first place, too.
Unfortunately, the team has
built up extensive and
intimate knowledge about the
precise scenarios, behaviour
and mistakes that commonly
lead to serious motorcycle
accidents. Here, they distil
that knowledge – accrued over
many years of riding and
dispensing medical aid – and
outline the six most common
causes of motorcycle accidents
in the UK. All based on detailed research. Crucially, they also
share their expert knowledge on how you can avoid falling into
one of these common traps. Read more…
Ride To Work Day 2022 is
nearly here.The mission for
Ride To Work Day 2022 is
simple: To encourage
record-breaking numbers of
riders to participate in the 31st
International Ride To Work Day.
As riders I am sure we are all aware that we cannot rely on
anyone else to promote the benefits of riding a motorcycle to
work. I remain astounded by the Government’s continued refusal
to promote the clear benefits of modal shift from single
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occupancy cars to motorcycles. But their myopia is in no way
reflective of a fundamental flaw in the logic. I know that, you
know that. So, let’s take this opportunity to create a buzz – to
get the rest of the world to wake up to the opportunities that are
being missed. Read more…
France: Compulsory
Motorcycle Technical
Inspections Suspended
Compulsory motorcycle
technical inspections in
2023 might not be a thing
after all. The latest
development in the push
for annual motorcycle
inspection regulations in France has resulted in a suspension of
the “contrôle technique” (MOT). Motorcycles that have
displacements beyond 125ccs were to be affected following the
January 1, 2022 implementation of the European Union’s (EU)
legislation stating that motorcycles and scooters are to undergo
roadworthiness tests in order to be operated. The initial plan was
to see the French government go with its own regulations
regarding the matter passed by the EU. However, even after the
announcement of the implementing rules and regulations to begin
progressively in 2023, the government ended up suspending the
plan. Read more…
ALPINESTARS ISSUES STATEMENT
REGARDING GP PLUS GLOVE RECALL. A
statement has been issued by Alpinestars in
response to the recall of its black and white
GP Plus gloves after a 2015 batch was
found to contain Chromium (VI). Alpinestars
have released a statement following the
brand’s recall of its GP Plus gloves that was
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announced at the end of May. Last week, we reported that
Alpinestars had been forced to recall its black and white GP Plus
gloves as a result of the discovery that the gloves contained
chromium (VI). Chromium (VI) is a substance which can cause a
variety of health issues, but in particular the ones pertaining to
the Alpinestars gloves are those caused by skin contact, which
the UK government details as dermatitis, and skin ulcers if left
untreated. Read more…

SAM Meetings

A badge for ALL advanced motorcyclists
SAM Club Saturday Meetings 9am every Saturday
Steve Harper will be providing slow riding training with cone layouts
that give you the chance to practise your slow riding skills.

SAM CLUB NIGHT: We warmly
invite ALL SAM Club members, their
family and friends to our monthly
meeting. 4th July 2022 7:30 pm

- 9:00 pm (meeting starts at
8pm) Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK
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Our newest Observer
Pete Lenthall (left) receives a well-earned certificate from
Chairman Steve Brown

Steve Bennett’s Mad Ride
Steve's 3 wheel mad 24 hour dash
from Lands End to John O'Groats. Well,
it’s getting closer for this ‘mad biker’ to
show just how crazy a biker can be.
Riding a 14-year-old Piaggio MP3 400,
SAM member Steve is taking on the
challenge of riding from Lands End to
John O’Groats. Steve, a widower, is
doing this epic quest in memory of his
wife Samantha who died of leukemia.
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He hopes to raise £300, but can we be a bit more generous and
help this champion raise more funds for a brilliant worthy cause?
To donate go here…
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What’s On?
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood
Bikes would like to hear from
people who are able to become
volunteer fundraisers for this
vital charity that benefits
patients in Yorkshire.
Please get In touch. Even if you
can only spare an hour to
volunteer for us - we really
need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.
Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk
Normous Newark Autojumbles
Newark Showground NG24 2NY
Newark. Already a 'normous'
success, autojumbles at Newark are
now set to become even bigger and
better.
The Highland Council
The whole length of
C1087 Bealach na E
road from its junction
with A896
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Shieldaig-Kishorn-Lochcarron road westwards to its junction with
the C1091 Applecross-Shieldaig (Coast) road will be closed to
facilitate the Celtman Triathlon event. In force between 5am &
8pm on 25th Jun.
The Leeds Custom and Classic
Bike Show at Gotts Park Golf
Club C I C Leeds Friday 24th of
June 2022 12:00 - 12:00

17th - 19th 2022 MAG Farmyard Party.
Duncombe Park, Helmsley
30+ bands, greater variety
Secure Camping areas.
Showers & Clean Loos
Tickets: Weekend: £45, Saturday £30
(limited number), Car Pass - (Bikers in
cars only.

25th June 2022 Squires
Café Autojumble Monthly
autojumble. Pitches are
£5 each for sellers, South
Milford, Leeds, LS25 5LX
www.squires-cafe.co.uk
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Sunday 31st July 2022: Ride for the Whiteknights.

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership
Are you heading out? Just remember any
amount of alcohol can impact your
judgement when driving. Stay safe - have
none for the road. #HM70
#PlatinumJubileeCelebration #barnsley
#doncaster #sheffield #rotherham
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Today marks the start of the
#standingupforbeltingup seatbelt
campaign & we are proud to support it.
Did you know that in a collision, a
seatbelt DOUBLES your chance of
survival?
Even on short and familiar
journeys one click could change your
future. https://sysrp.co.uk/seatbelts
Bike Safe dates – the workshops
hosted by South Yorkshire Police
offering an observed ride-out are all
now full for 2022. Visit the BikeSafe
website to register on the waiting list
should more dates be announced.

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last
time about a project we were developing
as a joint venture with a local charity,
where riders donate their old or unwanted
riding gear to the charity and items can
then be sold at a reduced cost to young
riders via the charity’s online site. It’s a
win-win-win; helping riders to offload their
unwanted gear, providing much needed
funds for good causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an
affordable price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final
completion, the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood
- took the reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which
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unfortunately led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other
charities have since been considered, but as yet none have the
right fit. We’re continuing to look for a suitable charity to work
with on this project.
BetheBest – we have created a
generic logo to encourage all riders
to take additional training in one
format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed
on promotional snoods to promote
the campaign (available at SAM Club
Nights). The snoods have been
produced in a series of different
motorbike brand colours, (Red,
Orange, Green and Blue), to test if
this approach is more appealing to riders.
Biker Down! dates –
sessions have resumed
for the 2022 season.
Remaining dates for this
year include Thursday
14 July, 2 August (now
full), 6 September and
11 October. For further
details and to book a place visit the Biker Down! page on our
website.
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Kevin Williams
For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry
Hurt stated:
“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more… Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.
*** TIPS ON TUESDAY ***
Extending skills post-test Pt 7 passengers. Some people will think
I'm preaching, but I will start with a
warning. When we put someone on
the back of our machine, we're
taking on a very serious
responsibility. Suddenly, someone
else's life is in our hands. The way
that some riders are happy to carry passengers in skirts and
flip-flops or slice through traffic at high speed is scary. If you're
reading this as a potential passenger, and if your pilot won't take
your riding kit seriously, how do you think he or she is likely to
treat riding with you on the back? Just google 'Brittany Morrow
road rash queen'. They need the same gear as you'd wear!
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So if you've got past that paragraph and want to do it properly,
and ensured our passenger is dressed for the job - and make sure
they know how to do up the chin strap on the helmet, by the way
- start by ensuring they understand how to sit on the bike, where
to hold on, and where to put their feet! It may be unnecessary
but years ago, I spent hours removing a melted boot from the
chrome silencers on my CX500 after a passenger rested her feet
on them. I'd forgotten to fold down the footpegs! Read more…
***60 SECOND SAFETY*** Don't
follow group overtakes. 60 Second
Safety is a series of short Better
Biking tips from Survival Skills
Rider Training. Look around and
you'll find plenty of 'how to' videos
covering overtaking but hardly
anyone ever looks at reasons NOT
to pass. Yet that's what we should be asking because an overtake that
goes wrong rarely ends well. And one activity that sees more than its fair
share of overtaking crashes is group riding. And that because too many of
us start a manoeuvre we have no hope of completing. Sometimes we
simply don't have the information we need - other bikes ahead act as
'Vision Blockers' and restrict our view. Watch here…
*** (TEN YEARS OF) SKILLS ON
SATURDAY *** Evasion or Avoidance?
I'm celebrating my own jubilee right
now with ten years of my
well-regarded 'SKILLS on SATURDAY'
and 'TIPS on TUESDAY' series on
Facebook. But I've actually been
writing about ways to enhance our
riding skills for far longer than that.
I've had a blog on Wordpress for years, I've been writing the
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safety column for MAG for twenty years, and my contributions on
the old Compuserve forum go to the mid-1990s. Not quite as long
as the Queen's been on the throne but a respectable 'back
catalogue'. Read more…

IAM RoadSmart News
Graham Bryson tells his story from
becoming an advanced rider to
volunteering as a blood biker - all
whilst battling cancer. “Doing what I
do as a Blood Biker is a way I can
payback for the treatment I
received, and thanking all the staff
who looked after me, from the
consultants to domestics. So, if
blood bikes are needed, I will cover
nights and days, as and when I
can.” #VolunteersWeek https://iamroadsmart.net/38vCTuH
Thank you!
IAM RoadSmart’s Interim CEO,
Antony Kildare is paying tribute to
the active volunteers who,
through their work in local
communities across the country,
make a significant contribution
towards IAM RoadSmart’s charitable mission to reducing the
number of people killed and injured on UK roads. More
information
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Filtering Safely on a Motorcycle
Filtering is the act of overtaking slow
moving or stationary traffic by
travelling between lanes and it’s
completely legal if it is done safely.
Richard Gladman, Head of Driving
and Riding Standards at IAM RoadSmart, is on hand to give his
expert advice to filtering safely and helping all road users to know
the rules around filtering. More information
Travelling on Motorways: Top tips from

With many of us set to
travel over the Queen’s Platinum
Jubilee Bank Holiday weekend, IAM
RoadSmart are looking at some of
the common confusions that drivers
and riders face when travelling on UK
motorways. More information
IAM RoadSmart

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills to correctly anticipate, and plan for,
the hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-rider
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SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...
Stay healthy and ride safe
Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists
Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:
● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise
● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test
● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere
● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist
If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.
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Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events. Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.
Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 29th June 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 4th July 2022. 7.30pm (Meeting
starts at 8pm) Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St,

Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK
● Autumn Breakfast Meet: 22nd October 2022. 9.30am 11am The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield
S17 3BQ, UK
● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
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●

●

●
●

●

●

claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.
Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.
Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things
happening in your club.
IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you
making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!
Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
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standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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